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Abstract
We provide a method to construct finite abstractions exactly bisimilar to
linear systems under a modified periodic event-triggered control (PETC), when
considering as output the inter-event times they generate. Assuming that the
initial state lies on a known compact set, these finite-state models can exactly
predict all sequences of sampling times until a specified Lyapunov sublevel set
is reached. Based on these results, we provide a way to build tight models
simulating the traffic of conventional PETC. These models allow computing tight
bounds of the PETC average frequency and global exponential stability (GES)
decay rate. Our results are demonstrated through a numerical case study.
1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the digital control era, periodic sampling has been the
standard choice for practitioners on all sorts of applications, due to its simple
implementation and the existence of many analysis and design results and tools.
However, with the replacement of point-to-point communication channels with
networked control systems (NCSs), wireless networks in particular, minimizing
control data generation and transmission becomes crucial. Because of this and
the fundamental limitations of periodic control, aperiodic methods such as event-
triggered control (ETC) have been proposed [1] and gained enormous traction
since then. In ETC, instead of time determining when a sensor should send the
data, this is dictated by a triggering condition, typically a function of current and
held measurements. From the beginning, ETC has shown immense promise in
reducing control communications, and subsequent work was dedicated, among other
objectives, to further decrease the number of transmissions generated [2, 3, 4]. While
most event-triggered mechanisms assume that a smart sensory system continuously
monitors the designed triggering condition, periodic event-triggered control (PETC,
[5]) considers the case where such sensory system is also digital, and the condition
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checking is periodic. For this practical reason, this paper focuses on this class of
ETC.
Even though numerical simulations provided in much of the literature provide
evidence that the promised traffic reduction is substantial [2, 4, 5], little is formally
known about the traffic patterns generated by (P)ETC. Existing work can be divided
into two categories: the first involves creating abstract models of the generated
traffic, such as [6, 7, 8, 9]; the second involves inferring asymptotic properties of the
trajectories that inter-event times describe [10]. In the latter, planar linear systems
using the triggering condition from [1] are investigated, and the authors show that,
under some conditions on the triggering function, inter-event times either converge
to a constant value or to a periodic pattern. Our ultimate goal, however, is designing
tools for scheduling, and thus we are more concerned with precise short-term
predictions than longer-term tendencies. Consequently, the current piece of work
belongs to the first category. The work in [6, 7] is dedicated to approximate similar
models [11] of (continuous) ETC traffic using the novel notion of power quotient
systems: in this case, the abstraction’s states represent regions of the state-space of
the ETC system, and the output associated to a discrete state of the abstraction is
a time interval, to which the actual inter-event time is guaranteed to belong. This
modeling strategy is extended to PETC in [8]. To obtain an exact simulation, [9]
explores the discrete nature of inter-event times of PETC, leading to a novel quotient
system that predicts the exact inter-sample time from any given state. Additionally,
the main advantage of the latter in comparison to its predecessors is scalability
w.r.t. state-space dimension. On the downside, the generated models exhibit severe
non-determinism, likely due to the small number of states of the abstraction and the
relaxations used when computing the transition relation. Therefore, even though its
one-step ahead predictions are exact, after a couple of steps it loses its prediction
capability is severely limited.
The present work tackles precisely this longer-term predictability issue. Building
upon the quotient model from [9], we develop new abstractions that enumerate
all possible sequences of inter-event times until a Lyapunov sublevel set is reached.
Based on this, we propose a modified PETC mixed with periodic control, hereafter
denoted MPETC, that initiates with PETC sampling and switches to periodic sampling
when the states lie inside the aforementioned sublevel set. The MPETC retains
the practical benefits from PETC, while improving traffic predictability; for it, our
abstraction constitutes a bisimulation. The abstraction is computable because the
number of possible sampling sequences generated during the PETC phase is finite,
and checking whether PETC generates a given sampling sequence is decidable: it is
equivalent to the satisfiability of a conjunction of non-convex quadratic inequalities,
to which solvers exist (e.g., the satisfiability-modulo-theories (SMT) solver Z3 [12]).
In our symbolic model, each state is associated with a sequence of inter-event times,
which is similar in spirit to [13]. When generating these finitely many discrete states,
exhaustive search can be avoided by employing a recursive algorithm.
The clear advantages of our new model are the exact enumeration of sampling
sequences that can be generated by PETC on a significant future horizon and the es-
tablishment of tight bounds on the Lyapunov function convergence speed. Naturally,
a disadvantage of our presented method is a substantial growth in the number of
discrete states when compared to [9]. Finally, we show how to modify our bisimilar
model to obtain a tight traffic model simulating an unmodified PETC system, pre-
senting two derived results: tighter decay rate estimation (compared to, e.g., [5]),
and maximum average triggering frequency computation.
2
1.1 Notation
We denote by N0 the set of natural numbers including zero, N := N0 \ {0}, N≤n :={1,2, ..., n}, and R+ the set of non-negative reals. We denote by dae the smallest
integer not smaller than a ∈ R. We denote by |x | the norm of a vector x ∈ Rn,
but if s is a sequence or set, |s| denotes its length or cardinality, respectively. For
a square matrix A ∈ Rn×n, we write A  0 (A  0) if A is positive definite (semi-
definite). The set Sn denotes the set of symmetric matrices in Rn. For P ∈ Sn,
λmax(P) (λmin(P)) denotes its maximum (minimum) eigenvalue. For a set X ⊆ Ω,
we denote by X¯ its complement: Ω \X . For a relation R ⊆ Xa ×Xb, its inverse
is denoted as R−1 = {(xb, xa) ∈ Xb ×Xa : (xa, xb) ∈ R}. Finally, we denote by
piR(Xa) := {xb ∈ Xb|(xa, xb) ∈ R for some xa ∈ Xb} the natural projection Xa
onto Xb.
We say that an autonomous system ξ˙(t) = f (ξ(t)) is globally exponentially
stable (GES) if there exist M <∞ and b > 0 such that every solution of the system
satisfies |ξ(t)| ≤ Me−bt |ξ(0)| for every initial state ξ(0); moreover, we call b a decay
rate estimate of the system. When convenient, we use ξx (t) to denote a trajectory
from initial state ξ(0) = x .
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Periodic event-triggered control
Consider a linear plant controlled with sample-and-hold state feedback described by
ξ˙(t) = Aξ(t) + BK ξˆ(t), (1)
ξ(0) = ξˆ(0) = x 0,
where ξ(t) ∈ Rnx is the plant’s state with initial value x 0, ξˆ(t) ∈ Rnx is the mea-
surement of the state available to the controller, K ξˆ(t) ∈ Rnu is the control input,
nx and nu are the state-space and input-space dimensions, respectively, and A,B, K
are matrices of appropriate dimensions. The holding mechanism is zero-order: let
t i ∈ R+, i ∈ N0 be a sequence of sampling times, with t0 = 0 and t i+1 − t i > " for
some " > 0; then ξˆ(t) = ξ(t i),∀t ∈ [t i , t i+1).
In ETC, a triggering condition determines the sequence of times t i . In PETC,
this condition is checked only periodically, with a fundamental checking period h.
We consider the family of static quadratic triggering conditions from [5] with an
additional maximum inter-event time condition below:
t i+1 = inf
kh> t i , k ∈ N


ξ(kh)
ξ(t i)
T
Q

ξ(kh)
ξ(t i)

> 0
or kh− t i ≤ k¯h
, (2)
where Q ∈ S2nx is the designed triggering matrix, and k¯ is the chosen maximum
(discrete) inter-event time.1 Many of the triggering conditions available in the
literature can be written as in Eq. (2); the interested reader may refer to [5] for a
comprehensive list of triggering and stability conditions.
1Often a maximum inter-event time arises naturally from the closed-loop system itself (see [14]). Still,
one may want to set a smaller maximum inter-event time so as to establish a “heart beat” of the system.
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As noted in [9], the inter-event time t i+1− t i is a function of x i := ξ(t i); denoting
κ := (t i+1 − t i)/h as the discrete inter-event time, from Eq. (2) it follows that
κ(x i) = min

k ∈ {1, 2, ...k¯} : x iTN(k)x i > 0 or k = k¯
	
,
N(k) :=

M(k)
I
T
Q

M(k)
I

, (3)
M(k) := Ad(k) + Bd(k)K := e
Ahk +
∫ hk
0
eAτdτBK .
where I denotes the identity matrix.
2.2 Transition systems
We use the framework of [11] to formally relate systems of different natures, e.g.,
those described by differential equations with those described by finite-state ma-
chines. First, a generalized notion of transition system is given:
Definition 1 (Transition System [11]) A system S is a tuple (X ,X0,U ,E ,Y , H)
where:
• X is the set of states,
• X0 ⊆X is the set of initial states,
• U is the set of inputs,
• E ⊆ X ×U ×X is the set of edges (or transitions),
• Y is the set of outputs, and
• H :X →Y is the output map.
A system is said to be finite (infinite) state when the cardinality ofX is finite (infinite).
A system is autonomous if U = ;, in which case a transition is denoted by a pair
(x , x ′) ∈ X ×X instead of a triplet. Hereafter, we focus on autonomous systems.
For these cases, we define PostS (x) := {x ′|(x , x ′) ∈ E}. We call x0→ x1→ x2→ ...
an infinite internal behavior of S if x0 ∈ X0 and (x i , x i+1) ∈ E , and y0 → y1 → ...
its corresponding infinite external behavior, or trace, if H(x i) = yi .
The concept of simulation relation is fundamental for relating two transition
systems.
Definition 2 (Simulation Relation [11]) Consider two systems Sa and Sb with Ya
= Yb. A relation R ⊆Xa ×Xb is a simulation relation from Sa to Sb if the following
conditions are satisfied:
i) for every xa0 ∈ Xa0, there exists xb0 ∈ Xb0 with (xa0, xb0) ∈ R;
ii) for every (xa, xb) ∈ R , Ha(xa) = Hb(xb);
iii) for every (xa, xb) ∈ R , we have that (xa, x ′a) ∈ Ea implies the existence of
(xb, x ′b) ∈ Eb satisfying (x ′a, x ′b) ∈ R .
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We say Sa  Sb when Sb simulates Sa. If Sa  Sb, from the definition above, it
becomes clear that any sequence of outputs from Sa can be generated by Sb; the
converse is not true, unless there is in fact a bisimulation:
Definition 3 (Bisimulation [11]) Consider two systems Sa and Sb with Ya = Yb.Sa is said to be bisimilar to Sb, denoted Sa ∼= Sb, if there exists a relation R such
that:
• R is a simulation relation from Sa to Sb;
• R−1 is a simulation relation from Sb to Sa.
3 Problem formulation
Consider system (1)–(2), a quadratic Lyapunov function V (x ) = xTPx ,P  0, and
the following assumptions:
Assumption 1 System (1)–(2) is GES, and there exists a known constant 0≤ a < 1
such that every solution of the system satisfies V (ξ(t i+1))≤ aV (ξ(t i)).
Remark 1 To compute a, one can verify the implication
∀x ∈Rnx(∀i ∈ N<k xTN(i)x ≤ 0)∧ (xTN(k)x > 0) =⇒ V (M(k)x )≤ aV (x )
for every k ∈ {1, ...k¯}. This can be cast as a set of LMIs through the S-procedure.
Note that, from Eq. (3), no triggering can occur at k if N(k) 0. Thus, we can
determine the global minimum inter-sample time as hk, with k :=min{k∈{1, ..., k¯} :
N(k)0}.
Assumption 2 For system (1), there exists some hP > 0 such that the periodic sampling
sequence with t i+1 = t i + hP ensures V (ξ(t i+1)≤ V (ξ(t i)).
This will not necessarily follow from Assumption 1; however, ETC is typically
designed based on a continuous-time Lyapunov function, and for small enough
values of h, the same Lyapunov function will work for periodic control.2
Assumption 3 A value V0 > 0 is known such that ξ(0) ∈ X0 = {x ∈ Rnp : V (x ) ≤
V0}.
Now let us propose a modification to the PETC system. Since ETC can reduce
communication frequency while ensuring a fast decay rate, it makes practical sense
to focus on ETC during the transient phase. However, once states are close enough
to the origin, decay rates have disputable practical relevance. Therefore, we admit
that, when ξˆ(t) enters a small sublevel set XP := {x ∈ Rnp |V (x) ≤ rV0}, r < 1,
the controller can switch to periodic sampling, with hP significantly bigger than h;
in fact, it can be as big as possible, provided that it preserves Assumption 2. This
results in more predictable (hence schedulable) traffic while retaining a reduction of
2This is easy to see when one considers the first order approximation of the discrete-time transition
matrix eAh u I+ Ah. If the continuous-time Lyapunov inequality ATP + PA −εI holds for some ε > 0
then: h(ATP + PA) −hεI ⇐⇒ (I+ Ah)TP(I+ Ah)− P  −hεI+ h2ATPA, which for sufficiently small h
results in eA
ThPeAh − P  −hεI≺ 0, i.e. the discrete-time Lyapunov inequality.
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traffic. Let us denote by t i+1(t i ,ξ(t i))|PETC the solution of Eq. (2). Mathematically,
the mixed sampling strategy, hereafter denoted MPETC, dictates the sampling times
as follows:
t i+1 = t i+1(t i ,ξ(t i))|PETC, V (ξ(t i))> rV0
t i+1 = t i + hP, V (ξ(t i))≤ rV0. (4)
Hereafter, denote XP := {x ∈ Rnx |V (x ) ≤ rV0} = rX0. This system has the
following infinite-state traffic model: SE := (X ,X0,;,EPETC ∪EP,YE, HE) where
X =X0;
EPETC = {(x , x ′) ∈ (X \XP)×X : x ′ = ξx (hκ(x ))};
EP = {(x , x ′) ∈ XP ×XP : x ′ = ξx (hP)};
YE = {h, 2h, ..., k¯h, hP};
HE(x ) =
¨
hκ(x), x ∈ X \XP,
hP, x ∈ XP.
(5)
For states starting outside XP, transitions and outputs (the inter-sample times) are
dictated by the PETC strategy; for states inside XP, transitions and outputs are
dictated by periodic sampling. Note that EP is defined over XP ×XP, i.e., states
starting in XP always land in XP: this comes from the fact that the periodic phase is
forward-invariant due to Assumption 2. We are ready to define our main problem:
Problem 1 Considering Assumptions 1–3, determine if SE admits a computable finite-
state bisimulation. If so, provide an algorithm to compute it.
4 Main result
To build a bisimilar model of SE, the main observation is that eventually all trajec-
tories of the system (1), (4) enter XP, which follows from Assumption 1. Clearly,
when in XP the system admits a trivial, single-state traffic bisimulation:
Proposition 1 Define HP : Rnx → R such that HP ≡ hP. The system
S BP = ({XP}, {XP},;, {(XP,XP)}, {hP}, HP)
is a bisimilar quotient system of (XP,XP,;,EPETC ∪EP,YE, HE).
Another important observation is that, since the PETC phase is asymptotically
stable (Assumption 1), states from X0 reach XP in finite time. Thus, for any state
in X0, there is a finite number of PETC-generated samples, after which all samples
are periodically taken. Let K := {k, k + 1, ..., k¯}; since at each step there are finitely
many (|K |) inter-sample time possibilities, we can state the following:
Lemma 1 Let Assumptions 1–3 hold, define N := dloga(r)e. Then system (5) can
produce at most |K |((|K | − 1)N − 1)(|K | − 1)−1 different traces.
Proof: Using assumption 1, recursively apply V (ξ(t i+1) ≤ aV (ξ(t i)) to get
V (ξ(tN ) ≤ aN V (x 0) ≤ aN V0. Then, N > loga(r) implies aN V0 ≤ rV0; thus, it takes
at most N steps to enter XP. After this, from Proposition 1, the remaining trace is
hP, hP, .... This is the trace if x 0 ∈ XP, which accounts for one trace; SE has at most
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|K | traces for which it takes one step to reach XP from x 0, at most |K |2 traces for
which it takes two steps to reach XP, and etc., up to |K |N for the maximum number
of steps. Summing up this geometric series gives |K |((|K | − 1)N − 1)(|K | − 1)−1.
Lemma 1 permits the construction of a rather straightforward finite-state model
similar to SE. Denote by Km the set of all sequences of length m of the form
(ki)mi=0, ki ∈ K . We create one state for each sequence in Km. The state k1k2...km is
associated with the trace hk1, hk2, ..., hkm, hP, hP, ..., thus taking m samples to enter
the periodic phase. By definition, its successor must be k2...km. Finally, let " denote
the empty sequence; a state k generates the trace hk, hP, hP, ..., and thus its successor
is ", associated with the periodic phase. Hence, Post(") = " and HS(") = hP. Let
KN := ∪Ni=1K i ∪{"}; we consolidate this modeling strategy with the following result:
Proposition 2 Let Assumptions 1–3 hold and N := dloga(r)e. Consider S S := 
KN ,KN ,;,E S,YE, HS

with
• E S = {(kσ,σ)|kσ ∈KN} ∪ {(",")};
• HS(kσ) = hk and HS(") = hP.
Then S S  SE.
Proof: System S S generates all possible traces of type hk1, hk2, ..., hkm,
h∗, h∗, ..., for 0≤ m≤ N , which, according to Lemma 1, include all possible traces
of SE; thus, the behavior of S S contains that of SE. Because both systems SE andS S are deterministic and non-blocking, this implies that S S  SE [11, Proposition
4.11].
The set KN includes sequences that may not be generated by the PETC phase.
To trim off these spurious sequences, let us define the following relation:
Definition 4 (Inter-sample sequence relation) We denote by RB ⊆ X × KN the
relation satisfying
(x ,") ∈ RB iff x ∈ XP, (6)
and (x , k1k2...km) ∈ RB if and only if
x ∈ X0, (7a)
x ∈Qk1 , (7b)
M(k1)x ∈Qk2 , (7c)
M(k2)M(k1)x ∈Qk3 , (7d)
...
M(km−1)...M(k1)x ∈Qkm , (7e)
x /∈ XP, (7f)
M(k1)x /∈ XP, (7g)
...
M(km−1)...M(k1)x /∈ XP, (7h)
M(km)...M(k1)x ∈ XP, (7i)
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Figure 1: On the left, an illustration of S S (all states) and S B (only solid-line
states). On the right, a depiction of S S′ with X S′ = {σ ∈ X B : |σ|= 2}.
where
Qk :=Kk \
 
k−1⋂
j=k
K j
!
=Kk ∩
k−1⋂
j=k
K¯ j ,
Kk :=
¨{x ∈ X |xTN(k)x > 0}, k < k¯,
X , k = k¯.
(8)
Eq. (8), taken from [9], defines the sets Qk, containing the states that trigger
exactly with inter-sample time hk. Eq. (6) determines that states x ∈ XP are
related to the state ". Finally, a state x ∈ Rn is related to a state k1k2...km of the
abstraction if the following are satisfied: 1) it belongs to the compact set of interest
(Eq. (7a)), 2) the inter-sample time sequence that it generates up until it enters
XP is hk1, hk2, ..., khm (Eqs. (7b)–(7e)), and 3) the sampled states ξx (k1h),ξx ((k1 +
k2)h), ... of the trajectory starting from x do not belong toXP (Eqs. (7f)–(7h)), while
the m-th sampled state does belong to XP (Eq. (7i)).
We now employ the relationRB to derive a finite model bisimilar toSE as follows:
Definition 5 The MPETC traffic model is the system
S B :=  X B,X B,;,E S,YE, HS
with X B := piRB(X ).
This model is a subset of S S, generating only inter-sample sequences that can
be produced by the concrete system SE. Topologically, it is still a tree, such as S S,
but with fewer states (see Figure 1). Our main result follows:
Theorem 1 Let Assumptions 1–3 hold and N := dloga(r)e. Then, S E u S B.
Proof: We show that RB is a simulation relation from SE to S B and R−1B is a
simulation relation from S B to SE, checking each of the conditions of Definition 2.
Step 1: RB is a simulation relation from SE to S B.
For condition (i), take a point x 0 ∈ X0 =X . It either belongs to XP, for which
Eq. (6) provides its related state; or it takes m PETC steps to reach XP. In this latter
case, it generates some trace hk1, hk2, ..., hkm, h
∗, h∗, ... and therefore, by definition,
it satisfies Eq. (7). Hence, the related state k1k2...km belongs to X B. Condition (ii)
trivially holds by the definition of RB, and in particular by (6) and (7b).
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Finally, for condition (iii), take (x ,σ) ∈ RB. If x ∈ XP, then σ = ". From
Assumption 2, PostSE(x ) ∈ XP, which is related to " = PostS B("). If x /∈ XP, then
σ = k1σ′ ∈ KN . Therefore, PostSE(x ) = M(k1)x . From Assumption 1, M(k1)x ∈X0; also, by inspecting Eq. (7), M(k1)x satisfies Eqs. (7c)–(7i) and Eqs. (7g)–(7h):
this implies that k2...km = σ′ = PostS B(k1σ′) is related to M(k1)x .
Step 2: R−1B is a simulation relation from S B to SE.
For condition (i), if k1k2...km ∈ X B0 , then there exists a related initial state x 0
which satisfies Eq. (7); hence, from Eq. (7a), x 0 ∈ X0. For ", any related state x 0
belongs to XP ⊂X =X0. Condition (ii) is the same as in Step 1. Finally, condition
(iii) is verified because the reasoning in Step 1 applies to every x ∈ X satisfying
(σ, x ) ∈ R−1B .
Remark 2 Determining if there exists x satisfying Eq. (7) is a problem of checking
non-emptiness of a semi-algebraic set, which has been proven to be decidable [15]. One
tool that can be used to solve it is the SMT solver Z3 [12].
Proposition 3 (Complexity) The state set X B can be computed with
O  |K |N (N |K |)nx · 2O (nx)
operations.
Proof: From Lemma 1, we have seen that there can be at most
|K |((|K | − 1)N − 1)(|K | − 1)−1 ∈ O (|K |N )
sampling sequences. Determining the state set X B requires, in the worst case,
checking the existence of all of those sequences. For a sequence of length m, Eq. (7)
has one membership in X0 and m memberships in XP, each corresponding to one
quadratic inequality; and m memberships in Qk, each corresponding to k − k + 1
quadratic inequalities. Therefore, in the worst case, Eq. (7) has m + 1 + m|K |
inequalities, or 1+ N + N |K | ∈ O (N |K |) for the longest sequence. The best known
bound for deciding the existence of a real solution to a conjunction of s polynomial
inequalities of nx variables and maximum degree d is s
nx+1dO (nx) [16]. Replacing s
by 1+ N + N |K | and d by 2, multiplying by the number of checks and working out
the limits for big-O notation concludes the proof.
Remark 3 While all sequences of length N must be checked in the worst case, for other
cases it is more efficient to employ a recursive algorithm, i.e., verifying Eq. (7) for
sequences from length 1 to N. If a sequence σ shorter than N does not verify Eq. (7),
then no sequence kσ can do. Hence, many checks can be discarded using this simple
observation.
Remark 4 Due to characteristics of the inequalities associated to Definition 4, one can
set V0 = 1 without loss of generality, with the only input to the model being the ratio
of contraction r. For V0 = c > 0, the model is the same: replace x by
p
cx in Eq. (7),
and
p
c can be canceled out.
4.1 Derived results for the original PETC
With a few changes to S B, we can build a similar model of the PETC traffic that
generates fewer spurious traces than, e.g., [9]. This is because the PETC section of
9
At t0
x1
x2 At t1
x1
x2
Figure 2: Depiction of the strategy used to build the PETC traffic abstraction: the
trajectory ξˆ(t) is in orange with samples marked, andXP is the blue ellipse. The tail
of the sequence from t0 = 0 is the head of the sequence from the following sample
t1.
the MPETC trace is of course generated by the pure PETC system (1)–(3). Hence,
to simulate the PETC traffic, one could do the following: for a given state x ∈ Rnx ,
take V0 = V (x ) and determine its related state kσ from Eq. (7). Now take its
successor M(k)x . Again, set V0 = V (M(k)x ) and determine its related state: it
has to take the form σσ′, i.e., its first inter-sample times should be all but the first
inter-sample times of its predecessor. This idea is depicted in Fig. 2. Let us formalize
this procedure.
Definition 6 (PETC inter-sample sequence relation) Let V0 = 1. The relationRS′ ⊆
Rnx ×KN is given by: (x , k1k2...km) ∈ RS′ iff x/
p
V (x ) satisfies Eq. (7).
Theorem 2 Let Assumption 1 hold. Then, the system
SS′ := (X S′ ,X S′ ,;,E S′ ,YE, HS),
with X S′ := piRS′ (Rnx) and E S′ = {(kσ,σσ′)|kσ,σσ′ ∈ X S′}, simulates the traffic
generated by System (1)–(2).
Proof: Take an initial state x ∈ Rnx , a PETC trajectory ξx (t) and its associated
inter-sample sequence k1k2...km, after which V (ξx (tm))≤ rV (x ) but V (ξx (tm−1))>
rV (x ). This implies that x/
p
V (x ) satisfies Eq. (7). Hence, (x/
p
V (x ), k1k2...km) ∈RS′ , and condition (i) of Def. 2 holds. Condition (ii) is trivially satisfied, as H(x ) =
hk1 = HS(k1k2...km). For condition (iii), take its related sequence k1k2...km. The suc-
cessor of x is x ′ := ξx (hk1) = M(k1)x , which satisfies Eqs. (7c)–(7i) and Eqs. (7g)–
(7h); from homogeneity of Qk, M(k1)x/pV (M(k1)x ) also satisfies Eqs. (7c)–(7e).
Additionally, because of Assumption 1, we have that V (x ′)< V (x ); hence, Eqs. (7g)–
(7h) holding for x/
p
V (x ) imply that V (ξx (t i))> rV (x )> rV (x
′) for all 1≤ i ≤ m,
and therefore Eqs. (7g)–(7h) also hold for x ′/
p
V (x ′). This shows that the pre-
fix of the sequence related to x ′ is k2...km. Finally, x ′/
p
V (x ′) satisfies Eq. (7)
for some sequence in SS′ ; combining with the conclusion about the prefix above,
(x ′,σσ′) ∈ RS′ . The related transition exists because (kσ,σσ′) ∈ E S′ for every
σσ′ ∈ X S′ .
Note that SS′ is, in general, nondeterministic. A depiction of such construction is
seen in Fig. 1. Some useful verification applications can be derived from the model
SS′ :
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Proposition 4 An upper bound for the average triggering frequency of system (1), (2)
is f ∗ = maxσ∈X S′ (|σ|/(h∑ki∈σ ki)).
Proof: In the worst case, SS′ generates σ∗ := argmaxσ∈X S′ (|σ|/(h∑ki∈σ ki))
repeatedly.
Proposition 5 Let T ∗ = h maxσ∈X S′ (
∑
ki∈σ(ki)) be the longest (time-wise) sequence
in X S′ . Then b∗=− log(r)/2T ∗ is an upper bound for the GES decay rate of system
(1),(2).
Proof: Take an initial state x ∈ Rnx , its related sequence σ ∈ X S′ , and set
T = h
∑
ki∈σ(ki). From Def. 6, V (T ) = V (ξx (T ))≤ rV0 = elog(r)V (0) = e−2b
∗T V (0).
From GES of the PETC (Assumption 1), V (t) ≤ Me−2bt V (0) for some b > 0 and
M <∞. Consider two cases.
Case 1: t < T . Combining the inequalities above gives
V (t)≤ Me−2b(t−T )V (T )≤ e−2b∗T Me−2b(t−T )V (0)
≤ Me2bT e−2b∗T V (0)≤ M ′e−2b∗ t V (0), (9)
where M ′ := Me2bT ∗ ≥ Me2bT .
Case 2: t > T ; then we can partition the trajectory ξx (t) in intervals [0, tm1],
[tm1 , tm2], ..., [tmn , t] satisfying V (tmi )≤ rV (tmi−1) and V (tmi )> rV (tmi−1−1). Each
interval but the last is associated with a sequenceσi ∈ X S′ , and therefore its duration
is Ti ≤ T ∗. Thus, with t ′ = t − tmn ,
V (t) = V
 ∑n
i=1 Ti + t
′≤ rnV (t ′)
Eq. (9)≤ rnM ′e−2b∗ t ′V (0) = M ′e−2b∗nT ∗e−2b∗ t ′V (0)
= M ′e−2b∗(nT ∗+t ′)V (0)≤ M ′e−2b∗t V (0).
In the two cases, we have V (t)≤ M ′e−2b∗t V (0), which implies
|ξ(t)| ≤ÆM ′λmax(P)/λmin(P)e−b∗t |ξ(0)|.
We conjecture that Proposition 5 provides a better estimate of the convergence
rate of System (1)–(2) than what can be obtained by, e.g., the theorems in [5]. The
reason behind this conjecture is that, as N →∞ (or r → 0), our bound approaches
what would be the joint spectral radius of the associated discrete-time system (see,
e.g., [17]).
5 Numerical results
Consider a plant and controller of the form (1) from [1], and the Lyapunov func-
tion V (x ) = xTPLyapx such that the continuous-time closed-loop system satisfies
dV (ξ(t))/dt = −ξ(t)TQLyapξ(t), determined by the following matrices:
A=

0 1
−2 3

, B =

0
1

, K =

1 −4 ,
PLyap =

1 0.25
0.25 1

, QLyap =

0.5 0.25
0.25 1.5

.
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Figure 3: Trajectory of the Lyapunov function for 10 different initial conditions
under MPETC, with PETC samples marked. The maximum time T ∗ it takes to reach
XP = rX0 is highlighted.
For the PETC implementation, we use a predictive Lyapunov-based triggering condi-
tion of the form V (ζ(t))> −ρζ(t)TQLyapζ(t), where ζ(t) := Ad(1)ξ(t)+Bd(1)K ξˆ(t)
is the next-sample prediction of the state and 0< ρ < 1 is the triggering parameter,
here set to ρ = 0.8. Setting h = 0.1 and k¯ = 6, we put it in the form (2), and
obtained a = 0.952 using LMIs based on Remark 1. For the periodic phase, the
maximum period that verifies Assumption 2 is hP = 0.4 (with resolution of 0.01).
Finally, we verified that k = 1 and set r = 0.1. Lemma 1 gives N = 47 and a
worst-case value of 8.5 · 1032 bisimulation states. We computed the bisimilar state
set X B implementing a recursive algorithm (as discussed in Remark 3), obtaining a
total of 219 states, out of which 109 belong to X S′ . The Python implementation,
using Z3 to solve Eq. (7), took 21 min to generate these state sets.
Using MPETC, the maximum time it takes for XP to be reached is
T ∗ = h max
σ∈X B(
∑
ki∈σ
(ki)) = 2.3.
This is highlighted in Fig. 3, which shows simulations from 10 different initial
conditions. For PETC, applying Proposition 5 gives b∗ = 0.5, while the best GES rate
that can be obtained using the LMI approaches from [5] is b = 0.23, using Theorem
III.4. For the average PETC sampling frequency, Proposition 4 gives f ∗ = 20/3
(compared to 1/h = 10), corresponding to the sequence σ = (4,1, 1,1, 1,1).
6 Conclusions
We have presented a practical alternative to ETC, the MPETC, which provides the
benefits of PETC during transients and the traffic predictability of periodic sampling
when close to steady state. Furthermore, we have presented a method to compute a
bisimilar traffic model for MPETC. In addition, we have presented some verification
applications of the (bi)similar models that can be used for both PETC and MPETC.
This is an important step towards understanding traffic characteristics of ETC, and
it may support its applicability in real NCSs, since the traffic benefits are among
the main motivations for the usage of ETC. Future work shall focus on expanding
these models to scheduling [7, 9] and other triggering conditions, as well as using
efficient relaxations to solve the satisfiability of Eq. (7), such as δ-SMT [18] and
semi-definite relaxations.
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